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BEWITCHMENT

When I visited Kasia and Wojtek for a first time in their Warsaw apartment I was bewitched 
at the entrance hall of this old tenement. Beautiful, modernistic, metal door, original floors 
and handrail details made me feel like in time travel. In 1938 this building received 
President Starzy!ski award. Inhabitants wanted to bring back original character of the 
staircase during the renovation of the staircase and the entrance hall.

This old tenement is constructed on steel lattice like New York City skyscrappers from "20. 
The owners knew this secret during deep renovation of the apartment 15 years ago when 
the space was half of its today#s size. Three years ago Kasia and Wojtek enlarged it by 
adding neighboring apartment. This space is now full of secret nooks.

From the west side both apartments are connected by a long terrace with an unusual 
panoramic view. This denying breath view to the Warsaw city center and sunsets can by 
addictive.

Katarzyna decorated this apartment by herself. It#s a constant process. The owners are 
inspired by objects and accessories which they found on flea markets or during holiday 
journey, found on the beach. Simple decorations finally find their place in this 
extraoridinary place. Some of them are carefully renovated by Katarzyna like the portrait of 
the great grandfather, architect of Lviv Politechnic. Sometime of the decorations, furnitures 
and fabrics are of course from "normal# design shops. This is where Kasia looks for raw, 
natural colors and textures. She knows how to mix old and new things in her own way to 
make it look like they were in this apartment for ages.

Katarzyna was studiying art history and art conservation. She specializes in Dutch still life.  
She also finished English studies. She paints on hand-made silk accessories like shawls, 
bow ties, pocket squares and bags. Her favoutite themes are butterflies, insects, plants 
and animals. From this unique passion she made her own fashion accessories brand 
WOYNOWSKA. Her shawls wear Hillary Clinton, Nobel Prize winner Aung San Suu Kyi 
oraz Prime Minister of Philippines. 

Katarzyna creates her collections surrounded by family heirlooms, old drawings, sketches 
and letters on the long, oriental commode. Her faithful assistant is Scenthound Figa.

Books are very important element of the life of all members of this household. They read a 
lot and one of their everyday habits is the long evening discussion. Their friends very often 
are taking a part in this conversations. The guests are always welcome and they can count 
of a aromatic tea and homemade apple pie.

KITCHEN / DINING ROOM
Table - Almi Decor
Lamp - vintage
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Tea cups - Rosenthal
Baskets - Morocco
Stool - NAP

Dining room is combined with partialy opened kitchen. It#s filled with items found by the 
owner on the flea markets. The interior is dominated by white color, complemented by 
natural textures of decorations and fabrics.

Katarzyna is an artist. She creates silk accessories and seeks inspiration primarily in 
nature. These hand-painted art pieces are decorated with motifs from the world of plants 
and animals.

Her passion is also the culinary art. She always finds a unique setting for traditional dishes 
made with the recipes that are passed down in her family from generation to generation. 
Attention to detail accompanies her in every area of her life.

In the kitchen wooden cabinets have been painted in gray. Some of them are left open. A 
collection of brass pots in which Katarzyna prepares traditional plum jam hung over the 
stove. Instead of traditional containers, spices are stored in metal cans collected for years.

LIVINGROOM
Wodden shelving, commode - Almi Decor
Butterfly Chair - Bloomingville
Pillows, blankets - NAP
Decoration feather on commode - Madam Stoltz

The living room is the heart of this interior. The focal point of the space is a fireplace 
around which family and friends meet. Books are very important for all household 
members. The library, simple in the form, was made of raw wooden boards and forged 
metal elements. Just like in the whole apartment contemporary design is combined with 
vintage objects. Natural fabrics, fur and leather add a cozy touch. The drift wood brought 
from the Baltic Sea proves the owner's love for the marine atmosphere.

BEDROOM
Pillows, blanket - NAP
Basket - IKEA

A small bedroom, whose windows overlook the roofs of Warsaw tenement houses, is filled 
with personal items. On the windowsill behind the upholstered headboard, the owner 
placed a collection of sentimental family portraits and memorabilia. An old Persian rug and 
a crystal chandelier are gains from the flea market.

BATHROOM
Stool, hammam - NAP

The original combination of classic, stylized equipment, neutral colors with natural 
additions and cosmetics made this feminine space acquire a sensual character.

TERRACE
Chair - TOLIX
Hammam - NAP
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From the west side both apartments are connected by a long terrace with an unusual 
panoramic view. This denying breath view to the Warsaw city center and sunsets can by 
addictive.

CHILDREN ROOM
Pink pillow - Himla
Skirt - hand-painted in flamingos by Katarzyna Woynowska
Bed, chest, children#s toy - vintage

The warmth of the children's bedroom is provided by accessories in a shade of powder 
pink. Children's rooms, like the rest of the flat, have been decorated with vintage furniture. 
The owner, by renovating them, tries to keep their natural patina.
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